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Homeworx hw-150pvr not working

Support and Discussion Homeworx HW-150PVR beluah564 Messages: 3 Joined: February 20, 2014, 11:50 pm Post on beluah564 February 20, 2014, 11:57 p.m. recently purchased my HW-150PVR unit. set it up and everything worked perfectly for the first day or so. used USB to view AVI files downloaded to a USB drive from my computer. this has worked
several times no problem with different AVI files. Then suddenly a few days later a few buttons do not work on the remote control! Channel up and down buttons work normally the same volume and even CC button and numbers. However, every other button doesn't work. Standby mode, menu, USB, info, FAV, EPG. none works even after changing the
batteries and pointing directly at the box. Help! Do I need any remote code? What has changed? Confused! laridae Messages: 117 Joined: November 28, 2013, 2:48 pm Laridae Post February 21, 2014, 8:50 p.m. Logitech Harmony 650 supports HW and 4 other remotes if you care to get one. Of course, it will cost you more than you paid for HW in the first
place! beluah564 Messages: 3 Joined: 20 February, 2014, 11:50 p.m. Post on beluah564 February 22, 2014, 1:51am Hmm well they do not know how to reset the HW-150PVR (I turned on and turned it off and reconnected it) and they did not buy the $80.00 remote control. any other offers? ColdCase Messages: 189 Joined: February 9, 2014, 9:57 a.m. Post
from ColdCase February 22, 2014, 10:08 a.m. Disconnecting AC Power and connecting back in is a good way to reset. You probably have a defective remote control. Is he still under warranty? Dunno if they sell the remote control separately. Maybe email mediasonic support Eoth Messages: 2 Joined: February 23, 2014, 10:00 am Message Eoth February
23, 2014, 10:07 am Same thing happened to me. Knowing that my warrenty had expired, I realized that I had nothing to lose and I opened the window (not the remote control) expecting to see the wind capacitor. To my delight, I saw that the cable between the front buttons and the motherboard was not sitting properly. I pushed it completely and everything is
working great again! © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Talk Starter - #1 - July 19, 2013 hello, you can post any questions/questions/suggestions that you may have about Homeworx HW-150PVR here or on our forum HW-150PVR Update V10 firmware it fixes the following questions - Time and Record / Weekly - Page down in EPG Note: Due to
not being able to get a program guide from CANA q Clear decided to continue just to focus on supporting OTA, as we originally intended to do. Edit: September 09, 2013 New Remote Layout on a new batch of HW-150PVR due to customer feedback, we changed the location of the remote control (no new button, only a new layout) If your HW-150PVR is
serial and UP. It comes with a new timer remote next to the REC, this unit has a V8 version of the firmware and contains the same fix as the V10, so you don't need to flash firmware on it. ATTN: If you have a V8 or V13 firmware DO NOT install the V10. Your V8 and V13 is the latest for your device, with the same fixes as the V10 V8 that does not require
firmware updates. V10, firmware update is not required. V13, firmware update is not required. V14, no firmware update required by V1, no firmware update required If your box comes with various firmware, then above, please contact us and let us know what firmware you have now V1 has the new MSD1237 dome and comes with PAL Disabled (don't think
we use, that in North America) So whoever got the V1, don't think the old, reason V14, V13,V8 won't work with it if you need a V1 to contact us Stop chasing for firmware updates (no update) if you box came with V8 is the latest for your V13 unit is the latest for your V14 unit is the latest for your V1 unit is the last for your V1 unit is the last for your unit V1 is
the last to have all the above-mentioned units as V10 (the only major fix we've released) if there's any firmware update we'll announce to us by email: rma_east In mediasonic.ca For information on a similar DVR (iView 3500) check out this thread, sounds like this stream could become the new Homeworx Stream involving the company. If I didn't have 2
iViews yet I would be buying one of them Would MediaSonic add support to this or future devices? Is it possible that the HW-150PVR can get a UMD through firmware upgrades or will it require a change in equipment? What's the point? Clear AM is dying out. They would be better off developing functions that people can use for the foreseeable future. ·
Discussion Starter No. #5 - July 20, 2013 Quote: Originally published doctorM/t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support and discussion post_23547426 Does MediaSonic intend to add support for THIS or future devices? Is it possible that the HW-150PVR can get a UMD through firmware upgrades or will it require a change in equipment? hello, we have
blocked the support of the AUM because we do not know whether there are any legal issues regarding the recording of the channels of the UMS in the U.S. ASMA can be easily included with the firmware update. · Discussion Starter - #6 - July 20, 2013 Quote: Originally published by Aleron Ives/t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support-and-discussion-
post_23547472 Clear ASM is dying out. They would be better off developing functions that people can use for the foreseeable future. No.1, it's true, in Canada, Rogers Cable AS we'll just find out Cogeco Cable closed channels like July 04 in the U.S. I think some people say Comcast cable is removing the channels of the UM Although it's possible some
smaller cable companies may still provide a clear UM in the future Big companies are clear ASM not long for this world. Because of all the issues with a clear AUM I understand how Homeworx might want to just disable it and don't have to support it. I think if one was flashing their Homeworx box with iView firmware it might allow the UM You would also
probably need a lower iView remote control as well as live with its current bugs, then I wouldn't assume it would probably also cancel the Guarantee Homeworx Talk Starter - #8 - July 21, 2013. Originally published as jjeff/t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support-and-discussion-post_23547587 Although it is possible that some small cable companies can still
make it clear that the future for large companies is clear that the OV not long for this world. Because of all the issues with a clear AUM I understand how Homeworx might want to just disable it and don't have to support it. I think if one was flashing their Homeworx box with iView firmware it might allow a ZAM you would also probably need a lower iView
remote control as well as live with its current bugs, then I wouldn't assume it would probably also void the Homeworx Guarantee That we want to avoid the unnecessary return of a good device. Let's say a user buys a device going home and scanning channels looking for a UM and not being found. And he doesn't know that his cable provider encrypts the
UMD or doesn't provide a UMD, so he goes and returns the device and then write a bad review. · Does the Homeworx box have the same menu interface as iView, or is it a different block? The quote: We have blocked the support of the AUM because we do not know whether there are any legal issues regarding the recording of the channels of the AUM in
the U.S. There are many DVR that can record CATV channels. Where do you get this idea?? That's why it's called clear (or unencrypted) UM quote: Originally published by MediasonicEast/t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support and discussion post_23548254 What we want to avoid is the unnecessary return of a good unit. Let's say a user buys a device
going home and scanning channels looking for a UM and not being found. And he doesn't know that his cable provider encrypts the UMD or doesn't provide a UMD, so he goes and returns the device and then write a bad review. I fully understand that IMO makes sense as well. You may lose a few sales to customers who want (and can actually use a clear
UMM), but as you said, you'll probably get so many more returns that it won't pay for itself. Over the past few years more and more tunered devices (like TVs) are omitting the word UM in specifications (even that they actually support it) and I think that's for the reason you stated. · Originally published as tylerSC/t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support-and-
discussion Does the Homeworx box have the same menu interface as iView, or is it a different block? It looks exactly the same. · Well, they could Deputy support but don't advertise it and let it be a silent feature. · I have Comcast and they did a 'major overhaul' thing to our service last year. They even eliminated ntSC/Analog. My UM is still clear for all the
major networks. I watch THE in HD on my TV. I can record a zam with my Funai DVR. It's available, clearly, and yes, legal. This is for many other people in the US. Many people don't have Comcast. Many people don't live in large urban areas awash with cable-stealing criminals Comcast needs to disrupt by scrambling mainstream channels. Next year, the
FCC could ban local channels from scrambling through the AUM. Next year, the FCC may introduce ATSC/2.0 to include H.264/5, 3D or 4k gear solutions for these brick units. To eliminate the current actual technology because it may not be useful to some people (or offensive to trolls like Aleron Ives who feel the need to shit on other people's requests) is
shortsighted. Support what's out there, not what some idiot crystal ball says. · Discussion Starter No. #15 - July 22, 2013 Quote: Originally published videobruce /t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support and discussion post_23548897 there are many DVR that can record CATV channels. Where do you get this idea?? That's why it's called a clear (or
unencrypted) UM The person who ordered the UM to be blocked thought that. but in any case we can include a LLM with a firmware update if it won't get us into any legal problems quote: Originally published by MediasonicEast/t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support and discussion post_23550202 The person who ordered the AUM to be blocked was
thinking that. but in any case we can turn on the IOS with a firmware update if it doesn't get us into any legal problems that seem strange. Do you know how many clear devices are capable of UMD in the U.S.? I think it's in the millions. · A question for everyone (yes, stupid question, sorry)... I have digital television, and when I attach an antenna, it works
great. But, I want the antenna to pass through my AV receiver, so I'm looking for a box with HDMI that will pass through the receiver to the TV (so I can use my surround sound system.) Will it take a digital signal and transmit it through unconverted? Both video and audio? The quote: Originally published crunge /t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support and
discussion post_23550615 I have a digital TV, and when I attach the antenna, it works great. But, I want the antenna to pass through my AV receiver, so I'm looking for a box with HDMI that will pass through the receiver to the TV (so I can use my surround sound system.) Will it take a digital signal and transmit it through Both video and audio? You formulated
your requirements strangely, but if you ask only what I think you want to do (just use my surround sound system), then the answers are actually yes. But you could get a surround sound sound existing HDTV if it has a digital audio output (such as an optical S/PDIF connector) from its tuner. Respectful and respectful Quote: Originally published
videobruce/t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support-and-discussionpost_23551094 No. They live in some elitist suburb awash with white-collar crime stealing millions from the form of the poor and unsuspecting. Steal what?? What's free through OTA?? Let me rest. You should be more concerned about the trillions stolen from us courtesy of a war machine,
especially since 2001. The cable that fully scrambled did not rise in size expected. Comcast is leading, and Canada also has several locations. It's much harder to measure than I first thought, because if you lose a clear KM you may not know what exists or even what it means. If you have a dish, it doesn't matter either. I don't lose sleep myself because of the
problem. I think the loss of analogue will happen in the first place because even with 24 vsb channels that it is a lot of bandwidth cable companies can fill with the material. More money can be earned with MPEG-4, which will brick many devices.   If I had Homeworx I would skip cable. Too many variables. Even Walmart has dropped their smallest TiVo box to
$99 and can drop the line because they get a lot of returns when cable people discover it costs more money to use it. Walmart also does not specify that you need this service. I think it's easier to buy a car than a DVR more. · Originally published blue_z/t/1482341/homeworx-hw-150pvr-support and discussion post_23550990 You formulated your demands
strangely, but if you only ask what I think you want to do (just use my surround sound system), then the answers are effectively yes. But you could get surround sound with an existing HDTV if it has a digital audio output (such as an optical S/PDIF connector) from its tuner. Unfortunately, I didn't want to be confused. This box is listed as a digital analog
converter. If I take an HD OTA signal and use HDMI on this field for my TV, is the signal converted from digital to analog and then back to digital, or is the digital signal transmitted through my TV without analted? Unchanged? homeworx hw-150pvr remote not working
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